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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING 
MULTIMEDIA SETTINGS 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

0001. The present disclosure relates generally to multi 
media devices, and more particularly to a method for man 
aging multimedia device Settings and preferences 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Various multimedia devices such as, televisions, 
DVD players, Video and/or audio recorders, computers, and 
the like have parameter Settings that may be modified for 
optimization of a listening and/or viewing experience. Con 
Sumers have a multitude of multimedia viewing and/or 
listening choices, however the choice of means for Setting 
the parameters for a diverse combination of multimedia 
devices is rather limited. 

0.003 Interactive programming with content or service 
level Systems are known, and permit users (viewers) to 
Select perSonnel programming Service levels. These Service 
level Systems, after appropriate Set-up by an authorized user, 
can distinguish content-appropriate programming for a par 
ticular viewer. Other functions of these systems include 
providing viewer-requested programming data by way of an 
electronic programming guide application, and providing 
Storage and delivery of digitized video information. Typi 
cally, these systems do not provide for adjusting the view 
ing/listening Settings, though they can keep track of a user's 
Viewing habits and make Viewing Suggestions accordingly. 
For example, these Systems attempt to Select program con 
tent appropriate to the user. 
0004) Other interactive entertainment network systems 
have Video-on-demand applications which allow viewers to 
create their own customized lists or groups of preferred 
Video content programs, e.g., movies, games, television 
shows, and So forth. These custom groups are Stored digi 
tally in mapped locations for quick recall by users. 
0005 Systems and methods with enhancements to elec 
tronic program Schedule guides have also been provided. In 
addition to displaying program information Schedules, 
enhanced theme or programming features are offered, as 
well as display of movie listings. The system offers other 
enhancements Such as extending recording time, automati 
cally rescheduling recording, and the like. While Some of 
these Systems are capable of customizing properties Such as 
color Settings, Volume level, and closed captioning, these 
properties are applied on a per channel basis. However, a 
Single Set of properties may not be Suitable for the variety of 
programming provided on a Single channel or to particular 
connector to a multimedia Source. 

0006 Other systems exist which obtain information with 
which to automatically adjust parameter Settings for audio 
and Video applications used to view Video. The information 
includes the Source of the Video to be displayed and a 
general description of the Video's content. Initial Settings are 
Selected by a user, and are used as a “reference' to all 
adjustments made to the parameter Settings. The System 
determines optimal parameter Settings based on a given 
program type/genre and Specific equipment capabilities, and 
automatically makes adjustments to those parameters. How 
ever, these optimal parameters have been determined within 
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a range of parameters determined for the program content 
that increase the quality of the viewing as established by the 
System, not those parameters that are truly optimal for an 
individual user. A user may choose to override the System's 
optimized Settings in order to manually optimize the param 
eter Settings to Suit his or her viewing/listening experience. 
This, however, defeats the purpose of System determination 
of optimal parameters. 

0007. Therefore, a method is needed to apply customized, 
user-Selected audio and Visual properties which overcomes 
the limitations of the current methods. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008. Other advantages, features and characteristics of 
the present invention, as well as methods, operation and 
functions of related elements of Structure, and the combi 
nation of parts and economies of manufacture, will become 
apparent upon consideration of the following description 
and claims with reference to the accompanying drawings, all 
of which form a part of this specification, wherein like 
reference numerals designate corresponding parts in the 
various figures, and wherein: 
0009 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a system for 
providing user-customized operating characteristics to a 
program, according to at least one embodiment of the 
present disclosure; 
0010 FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a method to configure, 
Store, and apply user-Selected operating characteristics for 
multimedia devices on a per-program basis, according to at 
least one embodiment of the present disclosure; 
0011 FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of a method for managing 
Settings applied to a multimedia device according to at least 
one embodiment of the present disclosure; 
0012 FIG. 4 is a simplified block diagram of a system 
for receiving a digital Signal to apply user-Selected operating 
characteristics according to at least one embodiment of the 
present invention; and 
0013 FIG. 5 is a simplified block diagram of a system 
for receiving an analog multimedia transmission to apply 
user-Selected operating characteristics according to at least 
one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0014 FIGS. 1-5 illustrate a method and system to con 
figure, Store, and apply user-Selected operating characteris 
tics for multimedia devices on a per-program basis. In one 
embodiment, the System provides a mechanism to link and 
apply the user-customized characteristics by means of pro 
gram identification. The program identification can include 
a 16-bit field used to identify a particular program within a 
transport Stream. In an embodiment, e.g., working in con 
junction with an analog multimedia device, the System 
provides a mechanism to link and apply user-customized 
characteristics by means of a program name. The program 
name can be taken from a program guide Source, e.g., the 
Internet, or by examining content associated with a program, 
such as vertical blanking interval (VBI) data. In an embodi 
ment, operating characteristics which may be user-Selected 
for Setting modification are video characteristics Such as 
brightness, contrast, aspect ratio, resolution, closed-caption 
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ing type, parental control features, and others, Such as 
equipment Supported features, e.g., CRT gamma Value. In 
addition, audio operating characteristics that are user-Select 
able for modifications are volume level, language, tone, 
Stereo, Surround Sound, and So forth. In a further embodi 
ment, the operating characteristic includes recording 
options. Because the methodology presented herein applies 
the operating characteristics of multimedia devices on a 
per-program basis, the user no longer has to be concerned 
with which channel or carrier is broadcasting a particular 
program, as in conventional Systems. The program Settings 
can also be applied regardless of the program Source, i.e., 
airwaves, the Internet, cable, fiber, Satellite, etc. 

0.015. A system to practice methods as disclosed herein 
could be implemented as shown in FIG. 1, which is a block 
diagram illustrating a System for managing user-customized 
Settings associated with a multimedia device. The receiver 5 
receives transmitted program information from a broadcast 
Stream, including transmitted Video and audio Signals from 
a plurality of channels. The receiver Selects a Single channel 
of multimedia data. Decoder 15 then processes the Single 
channel of multimedia data into Video and audio data for 
output device 25. The Source of the acquired program 
information may be transmitted to receiver 5 via cable, 
digital broadcast, terrestrial signals, Satellite, Videotape, 
audiotape, the Internet, digital Video disc, laser disc, optical 
disk, or the like. A program-based controller 10 identifies, 
from the broadcast transmission, a desired program, and 
applies the user-Selected program characteristics Stored in 
database 20 to the desired output device 25. The user 
Selected program characteristics to modify are created and 
stored in database 20, which program-based controller 10 
accesses to Store and retrieve the user-Supplied information 
to apply to a desired program. Output device 25 includes a 
multimedia device or set of devices the user will use to view, 
listen to or capture the desired program, for example, a 
television Set, computer, or recording device. 

0016 AS programs change within a same channel, the 
Settings desired by a user can also change. Therefore, a 
program-based controller 10 can automatically apply Set 
tings based on the particular program being received. Pro 
gram-based controller 10 monitors the broadcast Stream data 
to determine if user-selected operating characteristics (e.g., 
Video and audio parameters) stored in user-Settings database 
20 match the unique characteristics of a desired program, as 
discussed below. If a match is found, the user-Selected 
operating characteristics from database 20 are applied to 
output device 25. 

0017 Program-based controller 10 can determine a 
unique characteristic of a desired program. The unique 
characteristic of the desired program could include program 
title, catalog number, broadcast channel, program provider, 
broadcast time, programming guide, event information 
table, or other means to identify a particular program. For 
example, an embodiment of the present disclosure may 
utilize the program channel and broadcast time to identify 
the particular program. Program controller 10 provides a 
means for a user to modify the Settings of the desired 
program. For example, an interactive Session wherein the 
user chooses which, if any, Settings to modify may be 
conducted. Users may preferentially Select as many or as 
few audio, Video, or recording parameter Settings to modify 
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via program-based controller 10 as they wish, thus fully 
optimizing their multimedia entertainment experiences with 
diverse multimedia devices. 

0018. The current system offers the advantage of being 
able to apply desired operating parameter Settings for any 
programs with Settings Stored in database 20 to any output 
device 25, regardless of local Settings on output device 25. 
Thus many different types of programs, i.e., Science fiction, 
Sporting events, mysteries, documentaries etc., may have 
different user-created Settings applied whenever a particular 
program is viewed (or recorded). Users may retrieve their 
Stored Settings for modification anytime they wish to amend 
their Selections. In an embodiment, operating characteristics 
that may be user-Selected for modification include Video 
characteristics Such as brightness, contrast, aspect ratio, 
resolution, closed-captioning type, and others. In one 
embodiment, the operating characteristics include different 
Video filtering and processing for different types of Video 
content, Such as cartoons, high motion Sports, and news 
broadcasts, allowing Video processing to be tailored to the 
type of program and improve Video quality. In addition, 
audio operating characteristics that are user-Selectable for 
modifications can include Volume level, language, tone, 
Stereo, Surround Sound, and So forth. In a further embodi 
ment, the operating characteristic includes recording quality 
options. Other features Such as parental control may be 
applied by program-based controller 10 upon user input. 
0019. The flow of events according to the methodology 
taught herein is shown in FIG. 2, a flow diagram of a 
method to configure, Store, and apply user-Selected operat 
ing characteristics for multimedia devices on a per-program 
basis. In Step 210, a user commences a Session for program 
operating characteristics modification. The user's Session 
may be conducted interactively via remote control device, or 
manually, or by keyboard or other pointing device, or by 
Voice commands, e.g., for visually impaired users. During a 
Session, the embodied method provides a user interface in 
the form of a table, menu, database, or other interactive 
presentation means to permit the user to locate and choose 
the desired program upon which to Subsequently modify the 
operating characteristics. 
0020. The user selects (identifies) a program for operat 
ing characteristics modification in Step 212. The program 
Selected may be one that is currently being received, or one 
that is Scheduled for future broadcast, or one that has been 
entered into a database in an earlier Session. After the 
program is identified in Step 212, further Selections for 
Video, audio, or recording options operating characteristics 
to modify are presented to the user. In step 215, the user 
chooses which operating characteristics to modify. A user 
may select one or many characteristics to modify, as Sup 
ported by the user's multimedia equipment, i.e., valid 
options. Operating characteristics include Video character 
istics Such as brightness, contrast, sharpness, Soften, aspect 
ratio, resolution, closed captioning, and others, as well as 
audio characteristics Such as Volume, language, Stereo, Sur 
round, and others. In addition, recording options are also 
available. AS an example, a user could Select to record a 
particular program on a Video cassette recorder (VCR), or 
digital Video recording device, at the highest available 
resolution or recording quality level. 
0021. The user saves the desired program operating char 
acteristic modifications in a database in Step 217. In Step 
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220, the user-modified operating characteristics for the cho 
Sen program are applied by the program-based controller. If 
the program were currently tuned in, the Settings would be 
applied immediately. If the program were not currently 
tuned in, the user-modified operating characteristics would 
be applied to future broadcasts of the program on the 
multimedia device, until otherwise altered by the user. It 
should be appreciated that other methods of identifying user 
preferences for particular programs can be used without 
departing from the Scope of the present invention. In an 
alternate embodiment, user Settings are automatically Stored 
in the database. The Settings a user applies during the 
presentation of a current program can be Stored in the 
database automatically for future presentations of a pro 
gram. Accordingly, user preferences may be identified with 
out requiring the user to explicitly Save Settings for future 
presentations of a program. Furthermore, user preferences 
can be applied to playback of recorded programs. For 
example, the Ser preferences can be applied during a play 
back of a recorded program, Such as a program recorded 
using a VCR or a program recorded as a data file by a digital 
recording device, Such as multimedia devices used for 
time-shifted playback. User preferences can be applied 
based on program identifiers Stored with recorded program 
or the user preferences can be Stored and accessed directly 
from the recorded program. 
0022 FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of a method for managing 
Settings applied to a multimedia device according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. In the various 
embodiments, Such as those discussed with reference to 
FIG. 3, a program-based multimedia device controller 
monitors multimedia signals, e.g., channel tuned-in, as 
Selected by a user and transmitted to a multimedia device. 
Multimedia devices can include televisions, Video display 
terminals, VCRs, digital video disk (DVD) devices, audio 
tape recorders, optical disk devices, compact disk (CD) 
devices, and the like. In Step 310, the program-based mul 
timedia device controller receives at least a portion of a 
multimedia program, and analyzes this data to determine if 
a unique characteristic (program identification) is present 
which matches previously Stored user-Selected program 
identification numbers and Settings data. This unique char 
acteristic can be based on at least one of the following: 
program title; catalog number, broadcast channel, program 
provider, broadcast time, programming guide, or event 
information guide. Alternatively, step 310 may also be 
applied during a live, interactive Session in order to apply 
user-requested Settings, which may then be Stored to a 
database for utilization. 

0023 The program-based multimedia device controller 
monitors the Signal for a unique characteristic, e.g., program 
identification (ID), and compares the program ID with a 
current Session, or with previously stored Session user input. 
If a match is found, the program-specific multimedia device 
controller identifies the user-specified characteristics (audio/ 
Video parameters and user Settings) associated with the 
program in step 320. When a monitored program's identifier 
matches a program identifier chosen interactively or with 
Stored user-Selected choices, the user's modifications to the 
operating characteristics of a multimedia device are applied 
by the multimedia device controller in step 330. Whenever 
the multimedia device is operating (receiving a broadcast), 
the program-based multimedia device controller is monitor 
ing for the presence of this unique characteristic. Anytime a 
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match exists for program identifiers and user-requested 
modifications of operating characteristics, the device con 
troller applies the user-Selected modifications to the operat 
ing characteristics for the multimedia device, regardless of 
current local Settings that may be in effect on the multimedia 
device. 

0024 Settings can also be applied to multimedia data 
presented in a time-shifted playback mode. Time-shifted 
playback refers to playback of recorded multimedia Streams, 
Such as multimedia Streams recorded using a VCR or a 
digital video recording device. Accordingly, user prefer 
ences associated with an original program being recorded 
can be stored in a database for access in future playback or 
Stored with the program being recorded. For example, a 
digital Video recording device can Store the user preferences 
along with a data file used to Store multimedia data associ 
ated with the program. During time-shifted playback, the 
user preferences can be accessed and applied to the playback 
of the recorded multimedia Stream. In another embodiment, 
user preferences can be applied to a program being recorded 
for time-shifted playback. Accordingly, the program being 
recorded will automatically reflect the user preferences 
during time-shifted playback with requiring a playback 
System to identify or access the user preferences. It should 
be appreciated that the methods described can be applied to 
other program types without departing from the Scope of the 
present invention. 
0025 Representative systems to practice specific 
embodiments with regard to digital transmissions and analog 
transmissions are illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5 respectively. 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a system 400 for receiving a 
digital signal to apply user-Selected operating characteristics 
on a per-program basis to a multimedia device according to 
the teachings herein. Digital transport Stream 403 is received 
by a transport demultiplexor/parser 421. Demultiplexor 421 
contains various other entities Such as System time table 423, 
event information table 422, and virtual channel table 424, 
as well as a connection to a conditional access module 402. 
A system bus 433 connects multimedia controller 410, 
program characteristics database 420, multimedia recording 
device 415, audio controller 434, video controller 435, and 
mpeg decoder 437 with demultiplexor 421 for operational 
functionality. 
0026. Transport demultiplexor 421 receives transport 
Stream 403, and compares a request with the conditional 
access module 402. Conditional access module 402 can 
include a System for identifying decryption keys for pro 
cessing Some protected programs, e.g., pay-per-View. Gen 
erally, a Smart card (not shown), connected to a Smart card 
interface (not shown), will be accessed to identify valid 
programs for the Subscriber. The Smart card is used to 
decrypt keys that are, in turn, used to descramble channels 
using conditional access module 402. System time table 423 
provides time, based on the received transport stream 403, to 
the various components making up System 400. Event 
information table 422 provides information for events or 
programs on Virtual channels. Virtual channel table 424 
provides attributes for all virtual channels in the received 
transport stream 403. Transport demultiplexor 421 provides 
mpeg Video data related to a Selected program to mpeg 
decoder 437. 

0027 Mpeg decoder 437 decodes mpeg video data 
received from transport stream 403 via demultiplexor 421, 
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and generates Video and audio data related to a Selected 
program. Video data is provided to video controller 435 for 
display on a display device (not shown). Audio data is sent 
to audio controller 434. Audio controller 434 in turn pro 
vides the data to an audio receiver or to a speaker or 
Speakers. In addition, audio/video data may be sent to other 
devices (not shown), Such as a digital recording device, e.g., 
TiVo. 

0028. The multimedia controller 410 utilizes the system 
bus 433 to obtain information within the system 400. For 
example, multimedia controller 410 may use the System 
timetable 423, event information table 422, or virtual chan 
nel table 424 to determine when a program identification 
(ID) or time-based selection matches that of a user-modified 
Selection. Multimedia controller 410 uses the information to 
access, via System buS 433, program characteristics database 
420, multimedia recording device 415, audio controller/ 
driver, or video controller/driver 435 in order to apply the 
user-modified operating characteristics. Multimedia control 
ler 410 then applies the user-modified operating character 
istics. AS an example, if a user has Selected a particular 
recording quality, brightness Setting, and Volume level for a 
multimedia recording device 415 for a particular program, 
multimedia controller 410 would apply these settings. That 
is, multimedia controller 410 would send the requested 
record quality Settings to the recording device 415, the 
brightness level settings to the video controller 435 for 
application by the Video output device, and the requested 
volume level to the appropriate audio controller 434 for 
application of the Settings by the audio output device. 

0029. In an embodiment of the present disclosure, a user, 
utilizing multimedia device controller 410, may set up 
operating parameter preferences for a multimedia device for 
a particular program that may differ from other programs. 
For example, a user may choose to always have Star Trek 
programs broadcast and/or recorded at a particular bright 
neSS, contrast, resolution, Sound quality, e.g., enable Dolby 
Surround Sound, and recording quality level. These Settings 
would not, however, be applied to other Sci-fi genre pro 
grams for the same or another multimedia device unless 
Specifically requested by a user. A user may even Specify 
“default” operating parameter Settings for a particular 
device, that is, what the user desires the Settings to be when 
a particular program is not being broadcast. Star Trek could 
be displayed/recorded with user-specified (user-optimized) 
operating characteristics applied by multimedia controller 
410, while any other program would have the “default” 
Settings applied. 

0030 FIG. 5 is a simplified block diagram of a system 
500 for receiving an analog multimedia transmission 502 to 
apply user-Selected operating characteristics as taught 
herein. System 500 has a tuner 503, video demodulator 505, 
system controller 507, multimedia recording device 509, 
audio driver 511, video controller 513, date/time register 517 
and clock 518, program specific database 525, and commu 
nications device 516 connected to a network 514. 

0.031 Tuner 503 receives analog multimedia transmis 
Sion 502, and tunes to Select a carrier Signal of a particular 
channel identified by system controller 507. Tuner 503 
provides a signal related to current channel 519 to video 
demodulator 505. Video demodulator 505 decodes an audio 
and Video Signals from the received signal. The audio signal 
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is sent to audio driver 511 for output to speakers (not 
shown). Audio driver 511 is capable of setting the different 
properties for playing the audio Signal, Such as Volume level 
555, stereo 556, Surround 557, and others. The video signal 
is provided to the video controller 513 for display. Video 
controller 513 is capable of setting the different properties of 
the Video signal, Such as closed captioning 565, brightness 
566, contrast (not shown), and others. Video demodulator 
505 may also send the audio and video signals to a multi 
media recording device 509. Multimedia recording device 
509 may be a DVD recorder, a video cassette recorder, a 
TiVo device, or other recording device. Multimedia device 
509 is capable of adjusting various recording properties Such 
as recording quality, 568, aspect ratio 569, and others. 
0032) System controller 507 determines the current chan 
nel 519 based upon selection by a user from user interface 
506. System controller 507 communicates with program 
specific database 525 when determining whether to apply 
user-modified program operational characteristics to the 
current channel 519. In one embodiment, system controller 
507 receives the date and time from a date/time register 517, 
and receives network program guide information 515 from 
a communication device 516. A program ID can be taken 
from the current program Scheduled on the program guide 
information 515 and the current channel 519. Communica 
tion device 516 may be a modem, or other suitable means of 
obtaining network program guide information 515 for Sys 
tem controller 507. When program specific database 525 is 
consulted by System controller 507, if a match based on 
program identification from the current channel exists, the 
user-specified operating characteristics for audio and Video 
parameters for a multimedia device or recorder 509 are 
applied. For example, if a user has Stored in program 
specific database 525 settings that Star Trek be recorded at 
the highest resolution, system controller 507 would send this 
information to multimedia recording device 509. The mul 
timedia recording device 509 can then apply the user 
requested Settings, Such as by modifying recording quality 
568, regardless of the current local parameter Settings on 
multimedia device 509. Other programs could be recorded at 
lower resolution or quality to Save tape or Space, if a user So 
desires. 

0033. The various functions and components in the 
present application may be implemented using an informa 
tion-handling machine Such as a data processor, or a plu 
rality of processing devices. Such a data processor may be 
a microprocessor, microcontroller, microcomputer, digital 
Signal processor, State machine, logic circuitry, and/or any 
device that manipulates digital information based on opera 
tional instruction, or in a predefined manner. Generally, the 
various functions, and Systems represented by block dia 
grams are readily implemented by one of ordinary skill in 
the art using one or more of the implementation techniques 
listed herein. One embodiment of the System for managing 
multimedia device settings is shown in FIG. 4. Program 
based multimedia device controller 410 may be an integral 
part of a System, or a separate processing System connected 
to another System externally. Such a System may include 
random access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), 
wherein ROM could also be erasable programmable read 
only memory (EPROM) or electrically erasable program 
mable read-only memory (EEPROM), or input/output (I/O) 
adapter for connecting peripheral devices Such as disk units, 
tape drives, or other peripheral devices to the System bus. 
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Program-based controller 410 enables the method as embod 
ied by the present disclosure to be implemented as a Set of 
instructions to be Stored on a computer readable medium and 
executed by a multimedia device. It will be understood that 
the program-based multimedia device controller 410 may 
comprise other Suitable data processing Systems without 
departing from the Scope of the present disclosure. When a 
data processor for issuing instructions is used, the instruc 
tion may be stored in memory. Such a memory may be a 
Single memory device or a plurality of memory devices. 
Such a memory device may be a read-only memory device, 
random access memory device, magnetic tape memory, 
floppy disk memory, hard drive memory, external tape, 
and/or any device that Stores digital information. Note that 
when the data processor implements one or more of its 
functions via a State machine or logic circuitry, the memory 
Storing the corresponding instructions may be embedded 
within the circuitry that includes a State machine and/or 
logic circuitry, or it may be unnecessary because the func 
tion is performed using combinational logic. 
0034. The method and apparatus herein provides for a 
flexible implementation. Note also, that although an embodi 
ment of the present invention has been shown and described 
in detail herein, along with certain variants thereof, many 
other varied embodiments that incorporate the teachings of 
the invention may be utilized and that logical, mechanical, 
chemical and electrical changes may be made without 
departing from the Spirit or Scope of the invention. Benefits, 
other advantages, and Solutions to problems have been 
described above with regard to specific embodiments. How 
ever, the benefits, advantages, Solutions to problems, and 
any element(s) that may cause any benefit, advantage, or 
Solution to occur or become more pronounced are not to be 
construed as a critical, required, or essential feature or 
element of any or all the claims. Accordingly, the present 
invention is not intended to be limited to the specific form 
Set forth herein, but on the contrary, it is intended to cover 
Such alternatives, modifications, and equivalents, as can be 
reasonably included within the Spirit and Scope of the 
invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for managing multimedia device Settings, 

comprising the Steps of: 
receiving a multimedia Stream 
identifying a received program of the multimedia Stream; 
identifying a set of characteristics associated with the 

received program; and 
applying the Set of characteristics to a presentation of the 

received program. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of identifying 

the received program further includes determining a unique 
characteristic of the received program based on a program 
identification, wherein the unique characteristic includes one 
of the Set comprising a program title, a catalog number, a 
broadcast channel, a program provider, a broadcast time, a 
programming guide, and an event information table. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of identifying 
the Set of characteristics associated with the received pro 
gram includes: 

accessing a database of operating characteristics associ 
ated with at least the receive program; 
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Selecting at least one operating characteristic to modify. 
4. The method of claim 3, wherein the operating charac 

teristic includes a Video characteristic. 
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the video characteristic 

includes one of the Set of Video characteristics comprising 
brightness, contrast, Sharpen, Soften, aspect ratio, resolution, 
and closed captioning type. 

6. The method of claim 3, wherein the operating charac 
teristic includes an audio characteristic. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the audio characteristic 
includes one of the Set of audio characteristics comprising 
Volume, language, Stereo, and Surround Sound. 

8. The method of claim 3, wherein the operating charac 
teristic includes a parental control feature. 

9. The method of claim 3, wherein the operating charac 
teristic includes an option to record. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the multimedia device 
includes one of the Set comprising a video display terminal, 
a television, a Videocassette recorder, a digital video disk 
device, a compact disk device, an audio tape recorder, and 
an optical disk device. 

11. A method for managing multimedia device Settings 
comprising the Steps of: 

tuning to a multimedia channel; 
receiving at least a portion of a multimedia program on a 

multimedia device 

determining a unique characteristic of the at least a 
portion of the multimedia program; and 

modifying at least one characteristic of the multimedia 
device based upon the unique characteristic. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the step of deter 
mining a unique characteristic includes determining a pro 
gram identification. 

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the step of modi 
fying includes: 

accessing a database to determine the operating charac 
teristics to modify, 

Selecting at least one operating characteristic to modify. 
14. The method of claim 13, wherein the operating 

characteristic includes Video characteristics. 
15. The method of claim 14, wherein the video charac 

teristics include one of the Set of Video characteristics 
comprising brightness, contrast, aspect ratio, resolution, and 
closed captioning type. 

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the operating 
characteristic includes audio characteristics. 

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the audio charac 
teristics include one of the Set of audio characteristics 
comprising Volume, language, and Stereo Surround Sound. 

18. The method of claim 13, wherein the operating 
characteristic includes a parental control feature. 

19. The method of claim 13, wherein the operating 
characteristic includes a record option. 

20. The method of claim 11, wherein the at least a portion 
of the multimedia program includes a time-shifted multime 
dia program. 

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the step of receiving 
the at least a portion of the multimedia program includes 
playback of the time-shifted multimedia program from a 
data file. 
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22. A System for managing Settings associated with a 
multimedia device, the System comprising: 

a receiver to receive a multimedia Signal; 
a decoder to process the multimedia Signal into multime 

dia data 

a program-based controller to: 
receive program information associated with a particu 

lar program of the multimedia signal; and 
identify user-Selected program characteristics for the 

particular program based on Said program informa 
tion; 

a database associated with the program-based controller 
to Store Said user-Selected program characteristics, and 

an output device to present a representation of Said 
multimedia data. 

23. The system of claim 22, wherein a source of said 
program information includes one of the Set of program 
information Sources comprising cable, digital broadcast, 
terrestrial Signals, Satellite, and the Internet. 

24. The System of claim 22, wherein the program-based 
controller further comprises: 

a means to determine a unique characteristic of the 
particular program associated with the multimedia Sig 
nal; 

a means for a user to modify user-selected program 
characteristics associated with the particular program; 
and 

a means to apply the user-Selected program characteristics 
to a presentation of Said particular program using Said 
output device. 
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25. The System of claim 24, wherein the unique charac 
teristic is based on one of the Set of program characteristics 
including a program title, catalog number, program provider, 
broadcast time, programming guide, and event information 
table. 

26. The system of claim 22, wherein the user-selected 
program characteristics of the particular program include 
Video characteristics. 

27. The system of claim 26, wherein the video character 
istics include one of the Set of Video characteristics com 
prising brightness, contrast, aspect ratio, resolution, closed 
captioning type, and sharpness. 

28. The system of claim 22, wherein the user-selected 
program characteristics include audio characteristics. 

29. The system of claim 28, wherein the audio character 
istics include one of the Set of audio characteristics com 
prising Volume, language, and Stereo. 

30. The system of claim 22, wherein the user-selected 
program characteristics include a parental control feature. 

31. The system of claim 22, wherein the user-selected 
program characteristics include recording options. 

32. The system of claim 31, wherein the recording options 
include a recording quality. 

33. The system of claim 22, wherein the output device 
includes one of the set of multimedia devices comprising a 
Video display monitor, a television Set, an audio receiver, a 
Video tape recorder, a digital Video disk device, a compact 
disc device. 


